BUILDING RESEARCH & INFORMATION
EDITOR: Richard Lorch, London, UK
Building Research & Information (BRI) is a leading international refereed journal focused on buildings and their supporting systems. Unique to BRI is a focus on a holistic, transdisciplinary approach to buildings and the complexity of issues involving the built environment with other systems over the course of their life: planning, briefing, design, construction, occupation and use, property exchange and evaluation, maintenance, alteration and end of life. Published articles provide conceptual and evidence-based approaches which reflect the complexity and linkages between cultural, environmental, economic, social, organisational, quality of life, health, well-being, design and engineering of the built environment.

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Paul W. Jowitt, Heriot-Watt University, UK
Civil Engineering and Environmental Systems is devoted to the discussion, dissemination and development of systems techniques and their underlying assumptions through the spectrum of civil engineering activity and environmental decision-making and management.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Will Hughes, University of Reading, UK
Construction Management and Economics is the leading international refereed journal that publishes original research concerning the management and economics of building and civil engineering, while also including the management of built facilities.

GEOMECHANICS AND GEOENGINEERING: AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF: Hai-Sui Yu, University of Nottingham, UK; Michele Jamiolkowski, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Geomechanics and Geoengineering is a major publication channel for research in the areas of soil and rock mechanics, geotechnical and geological engineering, engineering geology, geo-environmental engineering and all geo-material related engineering and science disciplines. The Journal provides an international forum for the exchange of innovative ideas, especially between researchers in Asia and the rest of the world.

GEORISK: ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF RISK FOR ENGINEERED SYSTEMS AND GEOHAZARDS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Kok-Kwang Phoon, National University of Singapore, Singapore
Georisk covers many diversified but interlinked areas of active research and practice, such as geohazards (earthquakes, landslides, avalanches, rockfalls, tsunamis, etc.), safety of engineered systems (dams, buildings, offshore structures, lifelines, etc.), environmental risk, seismic risk, reliability-based design and code calibration, geostatistics, decision analyses, structural reliability, maintenance and life cycle performance, risk and vulnerability, hazard mapping, loss assessment (economic, social, environmental, etc.), GIS databases, remote sensing, and many other related disciplines.

HYDROLOGICAL SCIENCES JOURNAL
Journal of the International Association of Hydrological Sciences (IAHS)
NEW IN 2010
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF: Zbigniew W. Kundzewicz and Demetris Koutsoyiannis
Hydrological Sciences Journal (HSJ) is the official journal of IAHS and provides a forum for original papers and for the exchange of information and views on significant developments in hydrology worldwide.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

EDITOR: David E. Gunderson, Washington State University, USA

The *International Journal of Construction Education and Research* publishes 3 issues per year and focuses on disseminating research and other original manuscripts that contribute to the understanding of issues and topics associated with construction education and the construction industry. The divisions of the Journal include abstracts of articles, an editorial section, point-counterpoint invited papers, blind peer-reviewed papers, case studies, and book reviews.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/uce

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MINING, RECLAMATION AND ENVIRONMENT

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Raj K. Singhal, Alberta, Canada

The journal covers all aspects of mining and environmental technology relating to coal, oilsands, industrial minerals and metalliciferous deposits. Environmental issues specially identified for coverage include: Environmental impact assessment and permitting; mining and processing technologies; waste management and waste minimization practices; mine site closure, decommissioning and reclamation; acid mine drainage. Mining issues to be covered include: Design of surface and underground mines (economics, geotechnical, production scheduling, ventilation); mine optimization and planning; mining geostatics, drilling and blasting technologies, material handling systems; mine equipment. The role of computers and micro-processor based technology are also covered. The editors will consider papers on other topics related to mining and environmental issues.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/nsme

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PAVEMENT ENGINEERING

Endorsed by the International Society for Concrete Pavements

CO-EDITORS-IN-CHIEF: Imaad L. Al-Qadi, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Tom Scarpas, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

*International Journal of Pavement Engineering* is dedicated to the publication of cutting edge research and development in such important types of structures and facilities, including advanced analytical and computational techniques, pavement mechanics, laboratory techniques, non-destructive testing, innovative design approaches and their implementation, construction, performance, maintenance and rehabilitation techniques.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/pavements

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT

Published in Partnership with the IAHR

NEW IN 2010

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Paul Bates, University of Bristol, UK

*International Journal of River Basin Management* provides a cross-sectoral approach encompassing all aspects of river and floodplain management, with a truly global perspective. Co-published with IAHS and INBO.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/trbm

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE ENGINEERING

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Shahin Rahimifard, Loughborough University, UK

*International Journal of Sustainable Engineering* is predicated on the need for engineers to have access to a source of information and an opportunity to share, through publication, new ideas and solutions for sustainable development. Researchers from both academia and industry are invited to submit papers on their recent research into problems related to reducing the environmental impacts of engineered systems, processes and products. The *International Journal of Sustainable Engineering* also welcomes papers that include economic and social components that complement the engineering dimension, consider the management of sustainable engineering, or address the modelling of sustainable engineering solutions.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/tsue

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF: Chang-Ho Park, Seoul National University, Korea
S.C. Wong, The University of Hong Kong, China

The *International Journal of Sustainable Transportation* provides a discussion forum for the exchange of new and innovative ideas on sustainable transportation research in the context of the environment, economics, society, and engineering, as well as current and future interactions of transportation systems and other urban subsystems.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/ujst
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Professor Asit K. Biswas, Third World Centre for Water Management, Mexico

International Journal of Water Resources Development covers all aspects of water development and management in both industrialized and Third World countries. Contents focus on the practical implementation of policies for water resources development, monitoring and evaluation of technical projects, and, to a lesser extent, water resources research. Articles are rigorous and in-depth, and range in approach from applied geographical analysis to the examination of strategic, economic and social issues.

JOURNAL OF BUILDING PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

Official Journal of the International Building Performance Simulation Association

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF: Ian Beausoleil-Morrison, Carleton University, Canada
Jan Hensen, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

The wide scope of JBPS embraces research, technology and tool development related to building performance modeling and simulation, as well as their applications to design, operation and management of the built environment. This includes modeling and simulation aspects of building performance in relation to other research areas such as building physics, environmental engineering, mechanical engineering, control engineering, facility management, architecture, ergonomics, psychology, physiology, computational engineering, information technology and education.

JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

MANAGING EDITOR: Kenneth G. Willis, University of Newcastle, UK

Journal of Environmental Planning and Management has already established itself as a leading forum for up-to-date scholarly but accessible papers on all aspects of environmental planning and management. The central aim is to focus on the integrated planning and management of the environment. Papers published encompass applied research, the application of new approaches and techniques, and the evaluation of policy and practice. The Editors are also pleased to consider short reports, speculations and commentaries on any aspect of environmental planning and management. Contributions from integrated and cross-disciplinary research teams and from policy makers and practitioners are especially welcome.

JOURNAL OF EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

EDITORS: A. S. Elshai, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
N. N. Ambraseys, Imperial College, UK

The Journal of Earthquake Engineering publishes peer-reviewed papers on research and development in analytical, experimental and field studies of earthquakes from an engineering seismology as well as a structural engineering viewpoint.

JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND PLANNING

EDITORS: Dr Richard Cowell, Cardiff University, UK
Dr Andrew Flynn, Cardiff University, UK

The Journal of Environmental Policy & Planning is an international journal that provides a forum for the critical analysis of environmental policy and planning. It explores the environmental dimensions of common policies such as transport, agriculture and fisheries, urban and rural policy, all stages in the policy and planning processes from formulation to implementation, and the interactions between governments and markets, the strategies of non-governmental organizations and business in relation to the environment, and land-use decision-making.

JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC RESEARCH

Published in Partnership with the IAHR

NEW IN 2010

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Willi Hager, VAW, ETH Zürich

Journal of Hydraulic Research (JHR) was founded in 1964. It publishes scientific and technical material of broader interest in the areas of theoretical, experimental and computational hydraulics and fluid mechanics in various fields of applications, including rivers, coasts, environment, structures and industrial flows.
Nondestructive Testing and Evaluation publishes letters, papers and review articles describing the results of research and development in the underlying theory, novel techniques and applications of non-destructive testing and evaluation. Articles concerning both the investigation of physical processes and the development of mechanical processes and techniques are welcomed. In addition, articles are invited on general aspects of nondestructive testing and evaluation in education, training, validation and links with engineering.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/gnte

Research in Nondestructive Evaluation® contains the results of original research in all areas of non-destructive evaluation (NDE). The journal covers experimental and theoretical investigations dealing with the scientific and engineering bases of NDE, its measurement and methodology, and a wide range of applications of materials and structures that relate to the entire life cycle, from manufacture to use and retirement.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/urnd

Ships and Offshore Structures is an international, peer-reviewed journal which provides an authoritative forum for publication and discussion of recent advances and future trends in all aspects of technology across the maritime industry. The Journal covers the entire range of issues and technologies related to both ships (including merchant ships, war ships, polar ships etc.) and offshore structures (floating and fixed offshore platforms, offshore infrastructures, underwater vehicles etc.) with a strong emphasis on practical design, construction and operation.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/tsos

Structure & Infrastructure Engineering: Maintenance, Management and Life-Cycle Design & Performance is an international journal dedicated to recent advances in maintenance, management and life-cycle performance of a wide range of infrastructures, such as: buildings, bridges, dams, underground constructions, offshore platforms, pipelines, naval vessels, ocean structures, nuclear power plants, airplanes and other types of structures including aerospace and automotive structures.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/sie

The IES Journal Part A: Civil & Structural Engineering provides a forum for the publication and rapid dissemination of original research and developments in civil and structural engineering. Papers cover a wide range of structural, geotechnical, water resources, environmental, and infrastructure engineering, including mathematical formulations, novel methods and solutions in construction techniques, experimental investigations and practical applications. State-of-the-art surveys, technical notes and discussions offer a focused, vibrant and timely communication tool for researchers and consultants. Drawing on the international resources of the Institution, the Journal maintains an international outlook whilst having a strong focus on primary research and development works from Asia.
WATER INTERNATIONAL

Official Journal of the International Water Resources Association

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:
James Nickum, Tokyo, Japan

Water International was founded in 1972 to serve as an international gateway to the people, ideas and networks that are critical to the sustainable management of water resources around the world. Its articles, state-of-the-art reviews and technical notes are policy-relevant and aimed at communicating in-depth knowledge to a multidisciplinary and international community. It publishes both individual contributions and sets of papers on cutting edge issues.

www.tandf.co.uk/journals/rwin
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Engineering, Computing & Technology

Online Collection
Match your library’s specialism to ours…
The Engineering, Computing & Technology Online Collection features current content from 1997 to the present day, where available, and allows access to over 80 journals from the Taylor & Francis portfolio. Some of the most prestigious titles in their fields are included in the Collection with 63 titles listed in Thomson Reuters’ Citation Indexes/Web of Science®. Don’t miss out on valuable current research – tell your librarian!
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